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Moral Sentiments and Material Interests
Readings
The book focuses on the history, ethnography, and convoluted ethnic identity of
the Karaites, an ethnoreligious group in Eastern Galicia (modern Ukraine). The
small community of the Karaite Jews, a non-Talmudic Turkic-speaking minority,
who had been living in Eastern Europe since the late Middle Ages, developed a
unique ethnographic culture and religious tradition. The book offers the first
comprehensive study of the Galician Karaite community from its earliest days until
today with the main emphasis placed on the period from 1772 until 1945.
Especially important is the analysis of the twentieth-century dejudaization (or
Turkicization) of the community, which saved the Karaites from the horrors of the
Holocaust.

New Directions for Academic Liaison Librarians
This path-breaking book addresses the economics of knowledge in universities and,
in particular, asks how the changing structure of university research funding
influences research behaviour. The author considers the relationship between the
allocation of funds and university scientific research productivity and examines
different aspects of European Union funding of university research. In particular,
the impact of possible unintended consequences of university policies and
priorities are studied. The author introduces an economic and historical approach
to university research behaviour that allows one to evaluate the indirect
consequences of the new 'competitive approach' to university behaviour and
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funding. Moreover, the book presents empirical evidence supporting the
hypothesis that tighter linkages between university and industry, which aim to
increase the transfer of knowledge, may produce unintended negative effects.This
book will be of use to scholars of the economics of innovation and the economics of
knowledge.

Financialization and Strategy
Policy makers, academic administrators, scholars, and members of the public are
clamoring for indicators of the value and reach of research. The question of how to
quantify the impact and importance of research and scholarly output, from the
publication of books and journal articles to the indexing of citations and tweets, is
a critical one in predicting innovation, and in deciding what sorts of research is
supported and whom is hired to carry it out. There is a wide set of data and tools
available for measuring research, but they are often used in crude ways, and each
have their own limitations and internal logics. Measuring Research: What Everyone
Needs to Know� will provide, for the first time, an accessible account of the
methods used to gather and analyze data on research output and impact.
Following a brief history of scholarly communication and its measurement -- from
traditional peer review to crowdsourced review on the social web -- the book will
look at the classification of knowledge and academic disciplines, the differences
between citations and references, the role of peer review, national research
evaluation exercises, the tools used to measure research, the many different types
of measurement indicators, and how to measure interdisciplinarity. The book also
addresses emerging issues within scholarly communication, including whether or
not measurement promotes a "publish or perish" culture, fraud in research, or
"citation cartels." It will also look at the stakeholders behind these analytical tools,
the adverse effects of these quantifications, and the future of research
measurement.

T. S. Eliot, Anti-Semitism, and Literary Form
Why does the academic study of international relations have limited impact on the
policy community? In New Directions for International Relations, Mintz and Russett
identify differences in methods of analysis as one cause of problematic, unreliable
results. They discuss the problem and set the stage for nine chapters by diverse
scholars to demonstrate innovative new developments in IR theory and creative
new methods that can lay the basis for greater consensus.

Fooled by Randomness
At once both guide book and provocation, this is an indispensable companion for
students and practitioners of applied theatre. It addresses all key aspects:
principles, origins, politics and aesthetics in a concise and accessible style
designed to appeal both to those who have recently discovered this sub-discipline
and to experienced practitioners and academics. Part 1 is divided into two
chapters. The first introduces the sub-discipline of Theatre for Development,
covering its origins, principles and history, and providing an overview of theatre for
development in Western contexts as well as in Africa, Asia, the Indian Subcontinent
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and Latin America. The second focuses upon theoretical and philosophical issues
confronting the discipline and its relationship to contemporary politics, as well as
considering its future role. Part 2 consists of seven chapters contributed by leading
figures and current practitioners from around the world and covering a diverse
range of themes, methodologies and aesthetic approaches. One chapter offers a
series of case studies concerned with sexual health education and HIV prevention,
drawn from practitioners working in Vietnam, Papua New Guinea, Southern Africa,
and China. Other chapters include studies of intercultural theatre in the Peruvian
Amazon; a programme of applied theatre conducted in schools in Canterbury, New
Zealand, following the 2010 earthquake; an attempt to reinvigorate a community
theatre group in South Brazil; and an exchange between a Guatemalan arts
collective and a Dutch youth theatre company, besides others.

Research Methods for Postgraduates
Considering the recent impact of the capital market on corporate strategy, this text
analyzes, through argument and supportive case studies, how pressures from the
capital bull market of the 1990s and bear market of the early 2000s, have
reshaped management action and calculation in large, publicly quoted US and UK
corporations. Beginning with the dissatisfaction with classical strategy and its
limited engagement with the processes of financialization, the book moves on to
cover three detailed company case studies (General Electric, Ford and
GlaxoSmithKline) which use long run financial data and analysis of company and
industry narratives to illustrate and explore key themes. The book emphasizes the
importance of company and industry narrative, while also analyzing long term
financial results, and helps to explain the limits of management action and the
burden of expectations placed on corporate governance. Presenting financial and
market information on trajectory in an accessible way, this book provides a
distinctive, critical social science account of management in large UK and US
corporations, and it is a valuable resource for students, scholars and researchers of
business, management, political economy and non-mainstream economics. short
listed for the 2007 IPEG Book Prize

Remaking Market Society
"This book is a collection of eleven essays devoted to the work of Ramon del ValleInclan (1866-1936). Long the recipient of critical analyses from various
perspectives, Valle-Inclan's writing has nevertheless been virtually neglected in the
gender-based criticism that has given rise to important studies of his
contemporaries in other European literatures. This means that his diverse female
characters have not been fully examined, that many scholars continue to consider
him an unqualified misogynist, and that a marked effort to surmount gender
constraints, present throughout his work, has not been acknowledged, much less
explicated. This lack of study is intimately related to a much broader lacuna in
Hispanic literature and scholarship, for the working of gender norms and their
interaction with economic, religious, and political institutions inscribed in the
literature of turn-of-the-century Spain have only recently begun to receive detailed
study." "The essays in this volume identify, explore, and interrogate issues of
gender with respect to Valle-Inclan's writing. The results offer an altered portrait of
Valle-Inclan in which attitudes attributed to him are questioned and reevaluated. In
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particular, studies of several strong female characters indicate that he envisioned
a far more complex role for women than has formerly been recognized." "Three
previously published essays were chosen to provide a grounding in work on gender
and Valle-Inclan. The remaining essays were written for this volume. As an
orientation for the reader and in order to assure that the collection will be of use
and interest to non-Hispanists as well as specialized readers, an introduction to the
collection defines the intentions of the editors, discusses the essays with respect to
current criticism, and places Valle-Inclan and his writing in turn-of-the-century
Spanish history and aesthetics. As a whole, the collection reads as far more than
the sum of its individual essays, prompting a fuller appreciation of both Valle-Inclan
and the social and cultural system to which he belongs."--BOOK JACKET.Title
Summary field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved

Science & Public Policy
During the 1980s and early 1990s, both Australia and New Zealand extensively
deregulated their economies, moving to become amongst the most liberal
economies in the OECD. Shaun Goldfinch interviewed more than 180 leading policy
makers in Australia and New Zealand, including former prime ministers, ministers
of finance, treasurers, public servants and other policy elites, and examined
primary government sources to demonstrate the reasons and processes involved
in this remarkable period of economic reform. This major comparative study sheds
new light on ecnomic policy-making and change, including the role of economic
ideas and the importance of institutions and policy communities. It contrasts the
'crash through' approach that characterised reform in New Zealand with the
'bargained consensus' that underpinned changes in Australia. Finally it asks the
critical question, 'Has the New Zealand approach to policy change delivered better
policy outcomes?'

Measuring Research
Remaking New Zealand and Australian Economic Policy
This book examines the problems, pitfalls and opportunities of different models of
assessing research quality, drawing on studies from around the world. Aimed at
academics, education officials and public servants, key features include an
overview of the argument of whether research should be assessed and how
research quality should be determined. Prometheus Assessed? offers a survey of
research assessment models in the US, UK, Japan and New Zealand and includes
an examination of citation analysis and comparison between the different models.
Should research be assessed and what is research quality? Survey of research
assessment models in US, UK, Japan and New Zealand Examination of citation
analysis

Modern Measurements
Fooled by Randomness is a standalone book in Nassim Nicholas Taleb’s landmark
Incerto series, an investigation of opacity, luck, uncertainty, probability, human
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error, risk, and decision-making in a world we don’t understand. The other books in
the series are The Black Swan, Antifragile, Skin in the Game, and The Bed of
Procrustes. Fooled by Randomness is the word-of-mouth sensation that will change
the way you think about business and the world. Nassim Nicholas Taleb–veteran
trader, renowned risk expert, polymathic scholar, erudite raconteur, and New York
Times bestselling author of The Black Swan–has written a modern classic that turns
on its head what we believe about luck and skill. This book is about luck–or more
precisely, about how we perceive and deal with luck in life and business. Set
against the backdrop of the most conspicuous forum in which luck is mistaken for
skill–the world of trading–Fooled by Randomness provides captivating insight into
one of the least understood factors in all our lives. Writing in an entertaining
narrative style, the author tackles major intellectual issues related to the
underestimation of the influence of happenstance on our lives. The book is
populated with an array of characters, some of whom have grasped, in their own
way, the significance of chance: the baseball legend Yogi Berra; the philosopher of
knowledge Karl Popper; the ancient world’s wisest man, Solon; the modern
financier George Soros; and the Greek voyager Odysseus. We also meet the
fictional Nero, who seems to understand the role of randomness in his professional
life but falls victim to his own superstitious foolishness. However, the most
recognizable character of all remains unnamed–the lucky fool who happens to be
in the right place at the right time–he embodies the “survival of the least fit.” Such
individuals attract devoted followers who believe in their guru’s insights and
methods. But no one can replicate what is obtained by chance. Are we capable of
distinguishing the fortunate charlatan from the genuine visionary? Must we always
try to uncover nonexistent messages in random events? It may be impossible to
guard ourselves against the vagaries of the goddess Fortuna, but after reading
Fooled by Randomness we can be a little better prepared. Named by Fortune One
of the Smartest Books of All Time A Financial Times Best Business Book of the Year

Impasse of the Angels
The library in China has been transformed by rapid socioeconomic development,
and the proliferation of the Internet. The issues faced by Chinese libraries
andlibrarians are those faced by library practitioners more globally, however, China
also has its own unique set of issues in the digital era, including developmental
imbalance between East and West, urban and rural areas, and availability of skilled
practitioners. Chinese Librarianship in the Digital Era is the first book on Chinese
libraries responding to these issues, and more. The first part of the book places
discussion in historical context, before moving on to the digital environment of the
Chinese library. The book then considers the issue of digital copyright in China, and
debates the core values of the Chinese library. The next three chapters cover
public and academic libraries, and library consortia. Finally, the book gives a view
of the future prospects for libraries in China. Unique in focusing on digital libraries
in China Provides a comprehensive overview of libraries in contemporary China
Presents valuable information formerly available only in Chinese

Causation and Counterfactuals
In Impasse of the Angels, Stefania Pandolfo takes the critical engagement of
anthropology to its limit by presenting the relationship between observer and
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observed as one of interacting equals and mutually constituting subjects.
Narrating, debating, and imagining, real characters take center stage and, through
their act of speech, invent a people rather than stand for it. Exploring what it
means to be a subject in the historical and poetic imagination of a Moroccan
society, Impasse of the Angels listens to dissonant and often idiosyncratic voices
elaborate the fractures, wounds, and contradictions of the Maghribi postcolonial
present. Passionate and lyric, ironic and tragic, it is a transformative narrative
experiment traveling the boundary of ethnography and fiction.

Whaling Diplomacy
Facilitating of learning in higher education can be transformed through the use of
Whole Brain® learning. Whole Brain® Learning in Higher Education argues that
facilitating learning in Higher Education should undergo transformation in order to
develop the full academic potential of all stakeholders following the principles of
action research. Empirical data was collected from participants in a number of
projects across diverse disciplines. Participants included students, academic staff,
instructional designers, and professionals attending short courses at tertiary level.
A number of case studies are discussed as evidence for the value of the proposed
model for higher education. This title consists of seven chapters, covering: the
theoretical framework, baseline study, professional development, studies in Whole
Brain® application, learning material that makes a difference, multidisciplinary
collaboration, and the way forward. Defines Whole Brain® learning Explains the
rationale behind Whole Brain® learning Demonstrates how the model can be
applied in facilitating Whole Brain® learning in order to develop the full academic
potential of students

ORI Introduction to the Responsible Conduct of Research
Julius's critically acclaimed study (looking both at the detail of Eliot's deployment of
anti-Semitic discourse and at the role it played in his greater literary undertaking)
has provoked a reassessment of Eliot's work among poets, scholars, critics and
readers, which will invigorate debate for some time to come.

The Informed Writer
Whole Brain® Learning in Higher Education
A novel about the 1994 slaughter of nearly a million Rwandans.

Ramón María Del Valle-Inclán
Neoliberalism has been one of the most hotly contested themes in academic and
political debate over the last 30 years. Given the global and persistent influence of
neoliberal ideas on contemporary styles of governance, social-service provision,
and public policy, this intensive interest is understandable. At the same time, the
use of the term has become loose, vague, and over-extended, particularly in the
extensive critical literature. Rather than engage in further critique, or in the
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reconstruction of the history of neoliberalism, this volume seeks to bring analytical
clarity to the ongoing debate. Drawing inspiration from the work of the Hungarian
economic historian, Karl Polanyi, Remaking Market Society combines critique,
original formulations, and case studies to form an analytical framework that
identifies the key instruments of neoliberal governance. These include
privatization, marketization, and liberalization. The case studies examine the
development of neoliberal instruments (reform of the British civil service); their
refinement (reform of higher education in England and Wales); and their
dissemination across national borders (EU integration policies). Rather than look
back nostalgically on the post-war welfare-state settlement, in the final chapter the
authors ask why the coalitions that supported that settlement broke down in the
face of the neoliberal reform movement. This highly original work offers a
distinctive transdisciplinary approach to political economy, and therefore is an
important read for students and academics who are interested in political economy
as well as social theory and political philosophy.

Improving the Environment for Learning
An indispensable reference for postgraduates, providing up to date guidance in all
subject areas Methods for Postgraduates brings together guidance for
postgraduate students on how to organise, plan and do research from an
interdisciplinary perspective. In this new edition, the already wide-ranging
coverage is enhanced by the addition of new chapters on social media, evaluating
the research process, Kansei engineering and medical research reporting. The
extensive updates also provide the latest guidance on issues relevant to
postgraduates in all subject areas, from writing a proposal and securing research
funds, to data analysis and the presentation of research, through to intellectual
property protection and career opportunities. This thoroughly revised new edition
provides: Clear and concise advice from distinguished international researchers on
how to plan, organise and conduct research. New chapters explore social media in
research, evaluate the research process, Kansei engineering and discuss the
reporting of medical research. Check lists and diagrams throughout. Praise for the
second edition: “ the most useful book any new postgraduate could ever buy.”
(New Scientist) “The book certainly merits its acceptance as essential reading for
postgraduates and will be valuable to anyone associated in any way with research
or with presentation of technical or scientific information of any kind.”(Robotica)
Like its predecessors, the third edition of Research Methods for Postgraduates is
accessible and comprehensive, and is a must-read for any postgraduate student.

Chinese Librarianship in the Digital Era
Aimed at practitioners and students of librarianship, this book is about interesting
and unusual practical projects currently being run by academic liaison librarians. It
shows how liaison librarians can extend their roles beyond the established one of
information literacy teaching and showcases areas in which they can engage in
collaborative ventures with academic and administrative staff. Designed to excite
and inspire, New Directions for Academic Liaison Librarians demonstrates the
potential of the liaison role and emphasises the need for flexibility, imagination and
initiative in those who hold these posts. Unique in concentrating on the role of the
new community of academic liaison librarians Recognises the wider possibilities for
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development open to this different new breed of information specialist Written by a
practitioner in the field

Energy Research Abstracts
The Economics of Knowledge Production
‘Represents the culmination of an 18-month-long project that aims to be the
definitive review of this important topic. Accompanied by a scholarly literature
review, some new analysis, and a wealth of evidence and insight the report is a
tour de force; a once-in-a-generation opportunity to take stock.’ – Dr Steven Hill,
Head of Policy, HEFCE, LSE Impact of Social Sciences Blog ‘A must-read if you are
interested in having a deeper understanding of research culture, management
issues and the range of information we have on this field. It should be
disseminated and discussed within institutions, disciplines and other sites of
research collaboration.’ – Dr Meera Sabaratnam, Lecturer in International Relations
at the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, LSE Impact of
Social Sciences Blog Metrics evoke a mixed reaction from the research community.
A commitment to using data and evidence to inform decisions makes many of us
sympathetic, even enthusiastic, about the prospect of granular, real-time analysis
of our own activities. Yet we only have to look around us at the blunt use of metrics
to be reminded of the pitfalls. Metrics hold real power: they are constitutive of
values, identities and livelihoods. How to exercise that power to positive ends is
the focus of this book. Using extensive evidence-gathering, analysis and
consultation, the authors take a thorough look at potential uses and limitations of
research metrics and indicators. They explore the use of metrics across different
disciplines, assess their potential contribution to the development of research
excellence and impact and consider the changing ways in which universities are
using quantitative indicators in their management systems. Finally, they consider
the negative or unintended effects of metrics on various aspects of research
culture. Including an updated introduction from James Wilsdon, the book proposes
a framework for responsible metrics and makes a series of targeted
recommendations to show how responsible metrics can be applied in research
management, by funders, and in the next cycle of the Research Excellence
Framework. The metric tide is certainly rising. Unlike King Canute, we have the
agency and opportunity – and in this book, a serious body of evidence – to
influence how it washes through higher education and research.

Prometheus Bound
The biological and psychological basis of pet therapy / animal-assisted therapy and
what this means for practice “A comprehensive, scientific foundation for humananimal therapy.” (Judith Solomon) In recent years, the ancient symbiosis between
humans and their pets has entered a new phase, marked by the burgeoning
clinical specialty of human-animal therapy. This approach uses the relationship
between humans and their (mainly) mammalian pets to support the growth of
emotion regulation, social skills, and mental health in children, adolescents, and
adults. But how are humans and animals able to develop close bonds at all? What
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makes it possible for animals to have a therapeutic effect on humans? And how
can we best use this understanding in animal-assisted therapy? In this unique
book, a team of expert biologists and psychologists integrate and combine
sophisticated biological and psychological knowledge to answer these questions.
Together they have created a comprehensive, scientific foundation for humananimal therapy, a foundation that will facilitate the development, implementation,
and evaluation of effective new interventions.

Abstracts and Abstracting
"Whaling Diplomacy is the only book that addresses all of the substantive issues
relating to the conservation of whales through the International Whaling
Commission (IWC). It covers the law, policy, science and philosophy at the heart of
each element of the debate, discussing how it has developed, the current problems
that beset it and what is necessary for the future. Together, all of the issues
involved in whaling form a single crucible through which the future of conservation
in international environmental law is being debated." "Students of law, politics,
environmental economics and philosophy will find this book of great value for its
cutting-edge relevance over the three disciplines. Policymakers will also find it of
interest for the insight into one of the most controversial conservation debates of
our time."--BOOK JACKET.

New Directions for International Relations
This book identifies optimal practices or "benchmarks" for creating a quality
learning environment within higher education and outlines steps faculty and
administrators can take to improve student learning. Author Janet Donald
integrates extensive research on teaching and learning with findings from her indepth interviews with faculty and administrators at four of America's premier
research institutions. She focuses on key factors influencing learning, identifies
practices and policies central to effectiveness, and offers timely and feasible
solutions for meeting student learning challenges.

Attachment to Pets
A collection of important recent work on thecounterfactual analysis of causation.

Murambi
The Christian religion presents itself as the way to contentment, spiritual health,
and salvation. But is this really true? Dr. Wendell Watters offers a powerful
argument, based on his many years of clinical experience with individuals, couples,
and families, that Christianity's influence actually militates against human
development in such vital areas as self-esteem, sexuality, and social interactions.
The tragic end result of Christian conditioning is too often antisocial behavior,
sexual dysfunction, poor psychological development, anxiety, and even major
psychiatric illness.Christian indoctrination is not simply a problem affecting
individuals or single families; the noxious effects of its teachings over nearly two
millennia pervade society at large, even those who are not Christians, and in ways
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that seriously undermine human welfare and the quality of life. Christianity's
aggressive pronatalist policies have encouraged large families, despite parents'
inability to cope either emotionally or financially. With this the Christian church has
formulated rigid sexual roles, forbidding all practices not leading directly to
conception. By actually promoting sexual ignorance and irresponsibility,
Christianity has allowed the proliferation of such social ills as rape, child
molestation, and pornography.In the face of so much human suffering resulting
from Christian doctrine, it is imperative that health care professionals, recognizing
the Christian belief system as an addictive disease, develop a religious status
examination to help evaluate how notions about life derived from Christian godtalk compromise individuals' healthy functioning. In failing to determine the role of
oppressive religious beliefs in mental illness, physicians and other health care
workers actually promote Christianity's continued stranglehold on human
happiness and self-fulfillment.Dr. Watters covers ground many Christians will find
uncomfortable. For that he is to be thanked. -Theological Book Review

The Karaites of Galicia
Multidisciplinary research into cooperation and the implications for public policy,
drawing on insights from economics, anthropology, biology, social psychology, and
sociology.

Innovative Buddhist Women
Includes all works deriving from DOE, other related government-sponsored
information and foreign nonnuclear information.

Science, Technology and Society
Combines the voices of scholars and practitioners in analysing Buddhist women's
history. 26 articles document the lives of women who have set in motion changes
within Buddhist societies, with analyses of issues such as gender, ethnicity,
authority, and class that affect the lives of women in traditional Buddhist cultures
and, increasingly, the west.

The Metric Tide
Technology, Innovation and Economic Policy
This Handbook offers a systematic review of state-of-the-art knowledge on public
administration in Europe. Covering the theoretical, epistemological and practical
aspects of the field, it focuses on how public administration operates and is studied
in European countries. In sixty-three chapters, written by leading scholars, this
Handbook considers the uniqueness of the European situation through an
interdisciplinary and comparative lens, focusing on the administrative diversity
which results from the multiplicity of countries, languages, schools of thought and
streams of investigation across Europe. It addresses issues such as multi-level
administration and governance, intensive cross country cooperation in
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administrative reform policy, and public accountability under different systems. It
also considers the issue of welfare service delivery, at a time of major economic
and societal challenges, as well as understudied emerging issues like Islamic Public
Administration and the dynamics of public sector negotiations. With contributions
from key experts in Public Administration and Public Management, this cutting
edge Handbook offers a significant contribution to the field of comparative public
administration, policy and management.

The Palgrave Handbook of Public Administration and
Management in Europe
Chapters (one each country) discuss the changing role of government in higher
education since the late 1970s in 10 western European countries, Australia, and
the US. Though each country is addressed through the perspectives and concerns
of the particular author, an editorial framework provides point.

A Queer World
Applied Theatre: Development
Despite their changing role, abstracts remain useful in the digital world. Highly
beneficial to information professionals and researchers who work and publish in
different fields, this book summarizes the most important and up-to-date theory of
abstracting, as well as giving advice and examples for the practice of writing
different kinds of abstracts. The book discusses the length, the functions and basic
structure of abstracts, outlining a new approach to informative and indicative
abstracts. The abstractors’ personality, their linguistic and non-linguistic
knowledge and skills are also discussed with special attention. Despite the
relatively large number of textbooks on the topic there is no up-to-date book on
abstracting in the English language In addition to providing a comprehensive
coverage of the topic, the proposed book contains novel views - especially on
informative and indicative abstracts The discussion is based on an interdisciplinary
approach, blending the methods of library and information science and linguistics

Prometheus Assessed?
Provides a comprehensive introduction to the human, social and economic aspects
of science and technology. It is broad, interdisciplinary and international, with a
focus on Australia. The authors present complex issues in an accessible and
engaging form. Invaluable for both students and teachers.

Playing God?
This book is a collection of chapters linked together by a logical framework aimed
at exploring the modern role of the measurement science in both the technically
most advanced applications and in everyday life Provides a unique methodological
approach to understanding modern measurements Important methods and devices
are presented in a synthetic and easy-to-understand way Includes end-of-chapter
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exercises and solutions

Deadly Doctrine
Since the original publication of Playing God? in 1996, three developments in
genetic technology have moved to the center of the public conversation about the
ethics of human bioengineering. Cloning, the completion of the human genome
project, and, most recently, the controversy over stem cell research have all
sparked lively debates among religious thinkers and the makers of public policy. In
this updated edition, Ted Peters illuminates the key issues in these debates and
continues to make deft connections between our questions about God and our
efforts to manage technological innovations with wisdom.

The Phone Book
This compedious, cutting-edge volume offers a broad array of the most provocative
gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender scholarship produced by the Center for
Lesbian and Gay Studies (CLAGS) over the first decade (1986-1996) of its
existence at the CUNY Graduate School. CLAGS has had a profound and
legitimizing influence on the establishment of gay and lesbian studies as a
discipline. Thousands have attended its events, featuring hundreds of scholars,
activists, and cultural workers; many thousands more have lamented how they
would have liked to have been there. With this book, they finally, vicariously, can
be. Divided into five parts—on identities as they revolve around gender and
sexuality; on the terrains of homosexual history; on mind-body relations; on laws
and economics; and on policy issues related to gay youth, AIDS, and aging—A
Queer World offers a compelling panorama of gay and lesbian life. Featuring the
work, among others, of such figures as Yukiko Hanawa, Will Roscoe, Jewelle L.
Gomez, Jonathan Ned Katz, Elizabeth Lapovsky Kennedy, Jeffrey Escoffier, Janice M.
Irvine, Kendall Thomas, Gilbert Herdt, Vivien Ng, Douglas Crimp, Walt Odets,
Serena Nanda, Cindy Patton, Michael Moon, William Byne, and Randolph Trumback,
A Queer World is distinctive in its focus on the social sciences and issues relating to
public policy. Consisting largely of previously unpublished essays, this
volume—and its companion volume Queer Representations: Reading Lives,
Reading Cultures—is an invaluable addition to the bookshelf of anyone interested
in the study of sexuality.
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